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Dear Sirs
Agent Ref 10029605 -PM Mawer, Company land owner Ref 10029604 -Glendon Estate,
Company Director Ref 10029606-CJ Marshall
Land belonging to Glendon Estate, Barmston, Driffield – Yorkshire and Humber CCS pipeline
proposal for DCO
I attach the Written Representation for Glendon Estate in respect of the above scheme. I am the
appointed Land Agent for the land owner Glendon Estate for which Christopher Marshall is the
Director involved with this project. Claire Jackson is the Company Secretary.
I am authorised to represent the Company and wish to attend the accompanied site inspection
on January 27/28 2015.
I also give Notice that I and/or any authorised representative on behalf of the Company and/or
Director will wish to be able to speak at subsequent Hearings in respect of the project relative to
Glendon Estate ownership and in particular at the Compulsory Purchase Hearing
Yours Fathfully
Peter Mawer
FRICS, FAAV
Cranswicks, Chartered Surveyors, 96, Quay Road, Bridlington YO16 4HZ
Tel 01262 672110
e-mail   peter.mawer@cranswicks.com

This email was scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisations IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or
recorded for legal purposes.

WRITTEN REPRESENTATION
Application for Development Consent Order (DCO)
YORKSHIRE & HUMBER CCS CROSS COUNTRY PIPELINE
EN070001
AGENT REFERENCE :- 10029605
AGENT FOR CJ MARSHALL REFERENCE 10029606
AGENT FOR GLENDON ESTATE REFERENCE 10029604
Summary of written representation
• This is an Agent Representation upon behalf of
Landowners and applies to the proposed areas of land to
be taken for the provision of a pipeline and Pumping
station on my client’s land
• It relates to arrangements to be made in respect of the
compulsory purchase order (CPO) element for the
construction of the on-shore element of the Carbon
Capture pipeline project on my client’s land
• Relates to the exercise of the CPO
• Relates to the inclusion of a “lift and shift” clause
where future minerals extraction is blighted
• Relates to the proposed construction access to the
pumping station
• Relates to the appointment of an independent land
drainage consultant
• Relates to the return of land to the land owner in
reinstated order on completion of the work
• Relates to the provision of a “lift and shift clause” in
respect of the pipeline route where future development
is blighted
Detail of representation
1. APPLICATION FOR DCO/CPO
• This application for DCO is in respect of requirements by a
commercial entity to enable the construction of a Pipeline from Drax
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•

•

2.

to Barmston with surface installation of a Pumping station at
Barmston
This Representation relates to the choice of pipeline route and
pumping station location situated at the sea end of the scheme on
land at Hamilton Hill Farm and Low Farm Barmston and High and
Low Stonehills Farms Fraisthorpe and Carnaby as they relate to the
CPO details for the acquisition of the land owner’s land
The existing proposals for my clients land have been prepared based
upon private negotiation between parties which will not be taken into
account in CPO standard compensation terms. Planning conditions
should therefore be inserted to protect the landowner in respect of
such arrangements otherwise the landowners original concerns must
be taken into account by the planning inspectorate when considering
the scheme

EXERCISE OF THE CPO AND DURATION OF CPO
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

The DCO will give the developer acquisition rights over the
landowner’s land for a period to be specified in the DCO/CPO
Such CPO rights will be registered against the land ownership for the
duration of the CPO
The Developer will request that those CPO rights be for the longest
duration possible, taking into account the off-shore element of the
Scheme
Despite the grant of the DCO and CPO there is no guarantee that the
Scheme will happen due to the cost uncertainties
The grant of CPO rights will restrict the landowner’s ability to deal
with his land and will blight the value of the land during the period of
the DCO and CPO
Works contracts usually include time penalties which encourages
contractors to disregard the effects of weather on the land on which
they are to work. Agricultural land can be ruined both by compaction
from working in wet weather or by excavations not reinstated in time
to avoid bad weather causing virtual canals to form across the
landowner’s fields. This can be avoided by sensible timing of
operations
Strict time limits restricting the time before exercise of the CPO
should be introduced. Once exercised there should be a time
limit of 12 months in which to complete the work across the
landowner’s land and a requirement not to expose or work land in
Winter months should be inserted

3. ROUTE OF PIPELINE
•
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The landowner owns all the land from Demming drain (West
boundary), Earl’s Dyke(North boundary) and to the North of the
village of Barmston(South boundary) down to the sea front (East
boundary)

•

•

•

There were two major concerns for the landowner in respect of the
pipeline route;- avoidance of an Organic farming enterprise
(impossibility of weed control due to works) and avoidance of
minerals deposits
The Landowner’s preferred route avoided both but the proposal
crosses the mineral deposits. In negotiation the developer has assured
the landowner that suitable compensation provisions will be available
but these are not the same provisions as will apply under the
standard CPO provisions which are more restrictive to the landowner.
The DCO should specify that the terms for mineral deposits
compensation should be as negotiated, otherwise either the
landowner’s preferred route be adopted or a “lift and shift clause”
be inserted into the planning conditions

4. LOCATION OF PUMPING STATION
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Developer has moved the Pumping station site at the request of
the landowner to arrive at the proposal location.
One of the reasons for this suggestion was that the site would be
nearer a public road for construction access purposes (the ‘back’ road
to Fraisthorpe village) being accessible directly from the A165
Despite this being a single track road the distance between hedges is
sufficiently wide to install temporary or permanent passing places
along its length and visibility at the Highway junction is likely to be
better than the proposal access.
The proposal requires access for all heavy construction traffic along
the working strip to be taken for the pipeline route between the A165
and the proposed pumping station
This means that heavily laden vehicles and heavy machinery will
access the Pumping station site across agricultural land with
surfacing works to try and prevent such heavy traffic from becoming
bogged down
The weight of such traffic will have serious and long reaching
implications for soil structure along this part of the pipeline route
once returned to agricultural use, no matter what assurances are
given by the developers regarding reinstatement.
All construction vehicle access to the Pumping Station site
should be via the single track public highway from the A165 at
the junction nearest Stonehills Cottages with suitable
improvements to passing places added by the developer where
necessary.

5. APPOINTMENT OF INDEPENDENT DRAINAGE CONSULTANT
•
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This cable route crosses land with some very complicated land
drainage schemes due to levels and ditches locations

•
•
•

•

•

Much land has in the past been comprehensively drained under
Ministry Grant schemes using agricultural land drainage systems
The proposed route will cross and damage many land drainage
systems in the acquired land area and the retained land alongside
If the land is to be acquired by CPO as opposed to negotiated rights
the land owner will need to be protected in respect of land drainage
reinstatement
Otherwise the landowner will have no controls on the quality of
reinstatement, timing of works and after-care to put right issues
developing after the operations have finished on the land acquired for
the benefit of that land nor for the benefit of his adjoining retained
land
An assurance by the developer is not enough. The appointment of
an independent land drainage consultant at the expense of the
developer working between parties to supervise the connections
and reinstatement of land drains during and after works should
be a condition of the DCO/CPO powers

6. RETURN OF PIPELINE LAND AFTER THE SCHEME IS COMPLETED
•

•

•

•

Unlike most CPOs where the land is acquired for separation from the
land retained eg town centre developments, roads, railway
connections etc, this CPO request for the pipeline route is for the
laying of an underground pipe which will sever the landowner’ fields
The pipeline route land will be surplus to the Developer’s
requirements after the work has been completed yet will have severed
the retained land
Such rights are normally acquired by Deed of Easement under
Statutory powers or negotiation and when the land has been
satisfactorily reinstated is returned to the land owner
The DCO should therefore contain a condition that the land
acquired for the pipeline is to be returned to the land owner in
the same condition in which it was acquired, having been
suitably reinstated, within 3 months of the work having been
completed, on a field by field basis. This land should not be
capable of disposal to third parties

7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT BLIGHT
•
•
•
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The proposed route of the pipeline has been agreed subject to matters
known at the date of this Representation.
Government subsidies have been available for land based farming
diversification including Renewable energy initiatives.
Existing and new initiatives for diversification of farming will impact
on the land over which this DCO is sought for the duration of the CPO
and beyond once the cable route has been installed.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

As this application is for the compulsory acquisition of land for the
scheme the land owner has no financial interest nor participation in
the income returns from the commercial entity which will benefit from
the scheme
Today’s agreed cable route may tomorrow blight the potential that the
land owner has to implement a farm diversification scheme of his own
involving the development of the land surface under which this cable
has been laid and sterilising the land beside it.
It may also impact on non-diversification development possibilities
over the life of the scheme
In such circumstances under statutory acquisition of easement rights
it is usual to incorporate a “lift and shift” clause, to enable the land
owner to require the developer to return and move the pipe or cable to
facilitate the land owner’s ability to develop the land for his own
benefit should such occasion arise
At that point the cable route developer would calculate whether it was
cheaper to move the cable or compensate the land owner for the loss
of the development rights relative to the development to be
undertaken.
This ability will be lost under standard compensation for CPO
procedures and will therefore potentially disadvantage the land
owners.
The DCO/CPO should therefore protect the land owner’s rights in
this respect by imposing a “lift and shift” condition on the
developer throughout the lifetime of the development for which
the DCO has been obtained.

Many of these matters are usually adequately dealt with in negotiations between
parties for rights to lay pipelines in the commercial world. The developer in this
case is seeking the precaution of DCO protection by providing a fall-back position
to CPO if any of the individual negotiations stall. This is understandable given the
nature and importance of the scheme.
What the Developer should not be allowed to do is to place the land owner in a
worse position by applying for the DCO to circumvent the land owner’s rights to be
dealt with fairly and to be left in the same position post-scheme as pre-Scheme.
Due to the complexities of the CPO procedure and rules on compensation for
land acquisition for land separation purposes being used in this case for the
purposes of pipe-laying under the ground, anomalies are created which reduce
the rights of the land owner and which can only be protected within the
confines of the DCO/CPO by conditions imposed upon the Applicant
developer for the protection of the land owner.

The land owner requests the right for him/her and/or
appointed Agent to attend the site inspection and to speak at
any hearing to be convened which deals with the points in
bold above, especially the CPO hearing.
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PM Mawer
FRICS, FAAV
Reference number 10029605
As Agent for Company Land owner reference number 10029604
And Company director reference number 10029606
Date 15/312/2014
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